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SCENE 1 

CRAVAN: Art follows life, leaving its disgusting trail like slime behind a 

snail. Garlic, garcon! Bring me garlic!

ANNOUNCER:

The Resonance Radio Orchestra presents

“The Arthur Cravan Memorial Boxing Match.”

In nineteen rounds.

CRAVAN: World, do your worst. 

Your worst!… 

And yet, mesdames, messieurs, still one might crawl through a 

hole in the void, out through the splendid void. And one might 

leave no trail, nor even an empty shell.

But now! –

HOPE: What the --- ?!

JOHNSON:  

Narrative emerges from a nomadic impulse, digression from 

something nearer home. For digression, like boredom, spews 

out of the gigantic conurbations, teaming cities ringed by 

barrows, by bazaars and by walls made of mud of the living 

flesh of other human beings. 

SCENE 2

LOY:  I can still hear the music: shall I still be swept straight off my 

feet? Con man. Sailor of the pacific rim. Muleteer. Orange crate 

stand-up artiste. Serpentine charmer (a snake handler). Lobby 

correspondent (or jewel thief). Lumberjack. Former boxing 



champion of all France. Chauffeur. Nephew of Oscar Wilde. 

Destroyer of reputations. A man without fear. Anarchist-

spiritualist racketeer. Perpetually drunk (charming when sober). 

Stripped bare knuckle duster/fighter. So constructive a nihilist 

that the cows themselves might cease… And food for sharks.

Arthur Cravan? I see him now, laid out on a masseur’s plinth, his 

limbs the quarters of this city, his blood the rioting crowds, his 

nerve endings the looted streets of so many lousy middle-class 

cake shops, bastardized boutiques, fashionable salons torn 

apart by the electric storm within his nerves, the thunder in his 

balls a Busby Berkeley tap-dance riot, his hand-to-fist reflexes 

the triumph and collapse of the metropolis. Steam trains and 

testicles and shotgun fire and sirens and scalpels and cigarettes 

- and of course (for this is Romance), that swooning moonlit 

serenade at dusk in some dusty peon parlour. But his limbs, his 

limbs - their weight presses down upon my body… 

SCENE 3

JOHNSON: …their weight, their force now pounding against my body. 

Fleeing to Barcelona and it must’ve been the twenty-fifth, no, 

-third of April 1916: their war is tearing apart all Europe as Arthur 

Cravan rolls across the canvas, seen in slow motion, seen in 

sunlight or the silent strobe of memory - saliva, absinthe and his 

blood shower the seedy pack of stale ringside voyeurs, tattered 

tinsel tarts and jammy immigrants whose sly chicane of cultures 

drums (so many fingers) on the café table-top - as some 

Spanish referee whose name I never know steps forward - and 

he raises my paw to the sky and proclaims in some words I 

never quite understand that I’m the winner - and all the while 

Cravan is stumbling stumble-bum within his corner - and he 

swigs upon some inner energy and explosions from the camera 

mark time that I will never see - the moment scratched at best 



upon this canvas - and his fists reach for a pen and pound a 

typewriter - and I will never see the one and only Cravan (as he 

nods a drunken handclap) on this earth again - the crowds are 

screaming, money screams as I am passed from hand to hand - 

and Arthur Cravan disappears from sight, abandoned by that 

moment in the corner of the ring - steam/towel wrapped about 

his shoulders - and someone hands me a cigar, another squeals 

about the cheque, the hotel lobby is unfolding, flowers and 

whores and cheap champagne - and, suddenly midnight, there 

in mirrors stands the beaming glassy eyed Sir Arthur Cravan, his 

crumpled suit now stuffed with banknotes - asking, "What the 

hell you wanna drink, Jack Johnson? It’s on me, ‘poor me!’ 

Come on, come on. Just shut up, yeah? Come on now, Johnson 

- have a bloody drink!"

SCENE 4

LOY: Once I would have crawled at your feet to be near you. I 

searched for you in every man I met…

JOHNSON: Tell me something nice.

LOY: Sure. What do you want to hear?

JOHNSON: Lie to me. Tell me all these years you’ve waited. Tell me.

LOY [blankly]: All these years I’ve waited.

JOHNSON: Tell me you’d have died if I hadn’t come back.

LOY [blankly]: I would have died if you hadn’t come back.

JOHNSON: Tell me you still love me like I love you.



LOY [blankly]: I still love you like you love me.

JOHNSON [angrily]: Thanks. Thanks a lot!

SCENE 5 

JOHNSON: Nowadays everyone is an American. It’s essential to be an 

American - or at least look like an American, which is the same 

thing. Wilbur Wright, Joe Jeanette, Willie Lewis, Oscar Wilde 

and Jack Johnson. Americans! 

Chew gum, spit, swear, put on those American shoes, slap that 

bowler hat on your head at a jaunty angle - and learn how to 

box. Now you’re an American. It’s a career, all that’s needed to 

open every door. No one challenges an American as he strides 

into the foyer, any more than they’d challenge a bicycle courier:

 

“What are you doing here?”

- “I’m an American!”

The only thing of any consequence nowadays is… to be an 

American. Only a fool would disagree.

VOICE OF PHIL OCHS:

I am America! I am gold, I am money, I am hip. I am moral. I am 

everything. I am America. I own the world.

JOHNSON: 

Speak in mo-no-syll-a-bles, it’s the American way. Repeat the 

word ”Yeah” about once a minute - now you’ve mastered the 

language. Dance a jig. Shave each morning. Chew gum. Spit on 

the floor. Don’t speak. Act busy. Get drunk on new clothes.



You’re the number one. The other fellow is number two.

Hey! D’ya have a cigar?

SCENE 6

ANNOUNCER:

Hrmph! An advertisement in the Parisian press – stating “that 

Monsieur Arthur Cravan would that weekend be undertaking his 

own suicide, the public to be admitted for a very modest fee. 

Monsieur Cravan, the poet with the shortest haircut in all 

France, if not the world, will appear stark bollock naked – ladies, 

be forewarned! – absinthe his only anaesthetic, a passion for 

self-murder his most considered and refined aesthetic (for what 

else would be sympathetic to the times?). 

Monsieur Cravan has stated that once and for all he does not 

wish to be civilised but would instead wallow in the glory of this 

scandal. Any bastards foolish enough to attempt an intervention 

to prevent the performance, the cops included, will be summarily 

beaten to the floor by the one-time champion of Europe, who will 

then kick them smartly in the nuts and fleece them of all their 

valuables. Price: one franc.”

[Coughing].

SCENE 7

HOPE: 

I didn’t swap identities, you understand, far less throw him 

overboard as you might imagine. I’d sooner say that I drowned 

in him. No, it wasn’t some “Puddinghead Wilson” stroke “Prince 



and the Pauper” scenario or any of that changeling bullshit. Nor, 

before you get all excitable, a case of the “Charles Dexter 

Wards.” I’d like to be able to say that it was purely business. He 

meantime would like to be able to pass it off as Art. It was 

amusing for both of us. Each had his motives. And anyway, 

there were “some things that simply don’t bear speaking about.” 

He was quoting Goethe, or misquoting him perhaps - either that 

or Oscar Wilde, whose manners and cheek bones he had 

inherited.

Cravan attracted wise guys, queers, the beautiful people, flabby 

art world wankers, gulls and that little curious gaggle of writers 

obsessed by the “myth” of boxing. He didn’t need to speak – 

he’d just stretch and the entire flock of them would circle and 

dive and describe his arc like swallows at sunset. They’d all 

come into land while he remained impassive as an unlit pier.

What happened to that body? Once down by the docks he told 

me – but maybe he just made it up for effect – that one of the 

sailors who ponced himself about a bit and had a mortal fear of 

women, had a tattoo across his entire back which read “Not To 

Be Reproduced.” The scenarios inscribed upon the corpse of 

Arthur Cravan were no less brutal or distasteful. 

In my dreams I imagine that fate has entombed him in a huge 

block of ice. Gradually the polar ice caps melt, the block of ice 

floats towards civilisation. He’s wearing a fur hat and coat, 

obviously – he’s not Superman! Soon the block of ice is seen 

bobbing down the Hudson. Crowds gather as the transparent 

melting vehicle drifts majestically to the quayside. Someone in 

authority has thoughtfully provided a brass band and bunting for 

the mysterious dignitary. He steps a little damp onto the podium, 

downs the cold champagne, nods his approval, gladhands the 

mayor and beams at all the flunkies, then turns to greet the 

smiling swelling crowd. His hand is raised for silence – man! but 

they hang on his every gesture. A little twitch of a smile, the 



briefest pour, then he leans forward on the rostrum and begins: 

“God, how I hate these tiresome American accents! You stupid, 

useless, stinking sacks of shit!”

SCENE 8

LOY: 

Stumbling angelic from the urinal, under the vast elephant 

moon, he serenades the battered renegades, gathers 

pedestrians and odours and ill luck, eases himself into brothels 

and bathes with blind men, loathes his home and dreams of 

velodromes. The pulsation of that elephant’s heart, the spasms 

of the velodrome, the rhythmic drumbeat of his impassioned 

putamen - and his immortal fists. Imaginary trains run off to greet 

those unborn towns emerging from the Canadian wilderness 

and valleys red with rusting rails preen themselves and fix their 

faces. The slamming of a million empty train carriage doors, a 

drunken void, the eternal exotic express: he sucks so casually 

on New York, discards whole continents. And as his cigarette 

stub curses in the swollen gutter, I gape at the hole punched in 

time’s fleapit flophouse lobby wall by his sudden departure. 

JOHNSON: 

What am I doing here? Following Odysseus, picking up a scent 

here and there, but the trail goes as cold as last night’s paella. 

Punching this Lafcadio in the face as (for crying out loud) he 

mutters poetry through his gumshield, curses café owners, 

vamps a vagabond and takes a rise from rent boys as 

newspapers spin in B-movie style, announcing his miraculous 

reappearance; the ebb and flow of each decade spelt out in 

spinning shorthand – bi-plane, retreat of armies, some kind of 

plumed and faded Kaiser’s entourage, black-faced Tour de 

France winner with a spare tyre round his neck, atom bomb, fax 



machine, hoolahoop, massacre, whatever - you get the picture 

that time has passed. And yet this biopic leaves him untouched 

and it’s suddenly “swing-time” and there in the stagecoach 

saloon mirror stands the miraculous Arthur Cravan, his linen suit 

now stuffed with phoney greenbacks - asking, "What the hell 

you wanna drink? Come on now, what do you want to drink?”

SCENE 9

LLOYD (CRAVAN): 

I eat my shit

As milkmen rise

As the moon, as aviators rise

As empires fall

As my bed must rise on water or a tiger

Vegetable tombs let Europe die.

The dust of Canada billows

As hot air balloons ascend and elephants sigh.

Gallop, heart! Moon!

As Napoleon, as Caesar stumbles,

As a whale, an elephant descends to the ocean floor

I pretend to be dead.

Colossus of binge drinking

Soft elephant tits

The fields on the moon

The bright lawns of the moon

The moon which dreams like the heart of an elephant

The waves of that heart

Its shipping lanes

Its craven wind.

Astride a bicycle I fall in love with her bellowing allure.



Baby elephant of the epoch, 

Hot blood slammers, broken boilers,

And that perfect heist on the rue des Reculettes…

I stifle an elephant, the memory of broken boilers

The glass eye of the moon

The god of fallen elephants

(Christ! how I want him to be loved! Delinquently and naked.)

A muscular brain is a boxing glove stuffed with stolen jewels.

Shout shit! - the moon becomes American.

I no longer sleep, but I work at hating work.

And I am going to Buenos Aires to be unhappy.

SCENE 10

Interlude Music

JOHNSON: Whether you go, whether you stay, I’ll love you…

SCENE 11

ANNOUNCER: 

The facts, or as close as can be established – a thumbnail 

sketch, it’s more than is required and after all we’ll never reach 

any conclusions. But, waiving the vanity of the enterprise: 

1887, born, Fabian Avenareus Lloyd. 

1912 to 1916, issues the periodical “Maintenant”, the 

contents of which he writes. By this time he has already 

becomes Arthur Cravan and buried his former self. 

1914, changes identity several times to dodge the draft. 



April 1916, in Barcelona, fights Jack Johnson, 

heavyweight champion of the world - himself a fugitive from 

racist American justice. 

March 1917, jailed for public indecency after a lecture on 

modern art at the New York Independents Exhibition. 

1918: disappears for ever en route from Salina Cruz, 

Mexico, to Buenos Aires. 

1921: resurfaces selling forged manuscripts in Dublin. Or 

is it an impostor? 

1930, a final sighting in Paris, impersonating his uncle 

Oscar Wilde... 

A suicide this side of death: if you’re truly inspired, you 

can kill yourself many times before you actually die. “I do not 

want to die, but I do want to kill myself.” 

JACKSON: 

You must dream you own life with great care, and not live it as if 

it were a mere amusement. ([aside:] How we doing for time?) 

The disruption of my flesh  leaves automobiles tranquil. Muscles 

and greyhounds and harmonies form a pianoforte heard from 

several streets back in the Palais-Royal. His visiting card a 

single razor blade bearing the name, the legend “F.A. Lloyd.” 

The fool moon’s a rheumatism pill. And I remember that I 

caressed my dumbbell late at night as I lay in my bed. A cab 

stands in my neurosis, the cafes stand dark, their chair legs 

raised in rigor mortis. The execution of the future in the 

gymnasium of infatuation - part Jack Johnson, partly wardrobe, 

partly elephant-seal… Then – Christ! – suddenly I had to go for 

one gigantic, steaming piss! 

SCENE 12

LOY: The ‘mysterious’ "Sir" Arthur Cravan. His heart was surely my 

moon, like an elephant’s heart. When he disappeared, it was as 



if the moon were removed from the sky. I read somewhere of a 

woman who underwent surgery and on awakening was sent on 

home with the surgeon’s scalpel still inside her. When Arthur 

Cravan dematerialized I felt as if someone had left an entire 

cutlery set to rattle about inside my stomach. Of course I 

howled.

JOHNSON: 

And how he loved the foxtrot and his shirt

’N’ all that horseplay,

Torpid waves fondling the funnel

’N’ in the glass bottom of the port

Poop decks were steaming,

Sailors and old boilers -

All their bodies were there polished like machinery.

LOY: 

Poets and boxers too in gleaming automobiles.

JOHNSON: 

And how disgusting the beauty of this dusk.

LOY: 

Cash, peace, fields, boats, trains, Calcutta, women, cacti.

Pimp, peasant, coward, angel, ape, crow, industrialist.

How we were mortally afraid of that soul-disputed body, that 

multitude -

His fatal plurality!

SCENE 13

JOHNSON:  



Striding now demonic from the urinal, under the exposed heart 

of the moon, he serenades the silent signoritas, gathers 

pedants, poseurs, hagiographers, loses himself in brothels and 

batters blind men, leaves his home to dream of velodromes. The 

pulsation of that elephant’s heart, the rhythm of that velodrome, 

the vavavoom! of his passionate putamen - and his immortal 

fists. And as Arthur Cravan rolls across the continent, seen in a 

badly scratched biopic, in the neon glare of some city’s midnight 

pavement – sweat and semen and his blood shower the 

goatfuck of the future. He enters the hotel lobby, face covered in 

blood and the doorman draws him up short, says, “What are you 

doing?” 

“Let me in,” he replies, “Out my way - I’m an American!”

LOY: 

Imaginary towns swell to greet the train tracks of aborted 

civilisations which spew forth from towering forests and swallow 

valleys – and the towns preen themselves and fix their faces. 

The silence of a million empty train stations, the carnage 

accompanying the cold necessities of speed. He tosses a dottel 

in the gutter, carves a Canada from flight, he sinks his yacht, he 

burns his passport, grabs a cartoon hole and hurls himself 

inside. And as his cigarette stub drowns forever in the lonely 

hotel basin, I gape at the gaps that are eating my memory as 

lowing milkmen drive away the dawn.

SCENE 14

JOHNSON: 

Narrative is simply – complexly - the excrement of all our 

journeying, but close to home and territorial, we urinate mere 

digression. Digression is a product of our lonely inner city, that 

steaming conurbation hedged around by railroads, rackets, by 



bizarre enclaves of madmen and their lovers fresh from fucking 

one another over, and over, and over...

LOY: 

Genius, Arthur Cravan asserted, was merely a manifestation of 

the body. And, boy, he was pretty well built, the results of years 

of jiu-jitsu and beating up contemporary painters. By enacting a 

pantomime of atrocities, he maintained his own reality, 

presenting to the world an unreality of himself. Meantime, he’d 

make his spiritual getaway. Boxcars rattle, he throws lights at the 

butcher’s boy, addresses the empire from an orange crate, his 

mouth full of stewed Greek. He enters stage left, shoots up the 

place - he lands the knockout blow - he leaps out of the ring - 

society lies groggy - he’s already in the automobile before it’s 

back on its feet - he doesn’t see it rise – he wears a velour hat - 

a mule might turn its head – he just scratches at his balls, a 

hundred cities in his soul. The thunderclouds, meantime, are 

filled in by some second-rate pavement artist.

JOHNSON: 

Speak in monosyllables, it’s the narrative way. Repeat the word 

”Yeah” just about once a minute - now you’ve mastered America. 

Dance a jig. Shave each morning. Chew gum. Spit on the floor. 

Don’t speak. Act busy. Get drunk on new clothes. Remember, 

you’re the number one. The other fellow is number two.

 [Aside] - Hey! How we doing for time?

SCENE 15

MOVIE SOUNDTRACK (from “Johnny Guitar”):



STERLING HAYDEN: Tell me something nice.

JOAN CRAWFORD: Sure. What do you want to hear?

STERLING HAYDEN:  Lie to me. Tell me all these years you’ve 

waited. Tell me.

JOAN CRAWFORD:  All these years I’ve waited.

STERLING HAYDEN:  Tell me you’d have died if I hadn’t come 

back.

JOAN CRAWFORD:  I would have died if you hadn’t come 

back.

STERLING HAYDEN:  Tell me you still love me like I love you.

JOAN CRAWFORD:  I still love you like you love me.

STERLING HAYDEN:  Thanks. Thanks a lot!…

SCENE 16

LOY:

 And we were going to Buenos Aires to be happy.

I can no longer sleep, I hate working at work.

America shone like the moon and I howled at the moon.

His boxing gloves the hemispheres of the jewel of his brain.

Christ! I wanted him to be loved! So delinquent and so naked.

The gift of fallen elephants,

His glass eye was the moon,

I stifle a memory, stoke boilers of my memory

of that perfect heist in the rue des Reculettes…

Hearts slam shut like metal boiler doors,



Time the memory of a baby elephant, 

Behind the door I fall in love with the bicycle  of his body.

His artful wind.

His shaping - shipping lanes,

The waves of his heart,

His moon which dreams of the heart of an elephant,

The fresh fields of the moon,

The gardener of the moon,

And elephant breasts,

Colossally drunk,

I pretend to be alive,

As a whale, an elephant ascends from the ocean floor

As Napoleon and Caesar stumble.

Gallop, heart! Gallop, moon!

As hot air balloons descend and elephants die,

The dust of Calcutta billows,

Europe’s tombs left vegetables to sigh,

As I make my bed on the spine of a tiger.

As empires rise

And aviators fall from the sky,

Collapsing milkmen eat the steak of my memories

- And we are going to Buenos Aires to be happy.

SCENE 17

HOPE:  Buenos Aires!? God’s bollocks, but that town stank like a turd 

left to stew in the sun. At that time I thought I had the upper 

hand in some small way. You see, I could do accents – 

Australian,  Irish, Italian, some sort of Hollywood Eastern 

European, the Mischa Ure thing - even French. Cravan could 

only really do French: “Elephant’s bum, barrow boy, fisticuffs, 

sacre bleu, blah de blah blah blah blah blah!” Or so I thought at 



the time. Wiseacre as I was I let him trawl me in, all the while 

believing it was him on the end of my line. In time the situation 

became a little clearer, though in truth I didn’t understand it even 

when it apparently came to some kind of end.

He was banging on about how his ghost had come from the 

future – bear in mind he was pissed most of the time - and 

demonstrated with a couple of glasses of whiskey what he 

meant. Anyhow, through the booze I think I get his drift at last -  

and anyhow it’s me who’s thinks I'm putting the con on him. 

When I say for a joke, like, “I am the resurrection,” for a second 

he looks stunned. By the time I realise he's serious, its far too 

late. For a start he’s disappeared into the Amazonian jungle or 

whatever. Then of course there’s the little matter of me now 

being him. Worst of all, and this is how I knew I’d been 

hoodwinked by a true master, I then spend half my life feeling 

like you do when you are reading a newspaper and the fellow 

next to you is reading it surreptitiously over your shoulder. Or 

when you catch the eye of the girl opposite you on a long train 

journey and she starts biting the skin at the base of her thumb. 

And this goes on the whole journey. And before you know it you 

just want to scream at her to stop, though you never do. 

It took years to shrug him off and it was only one otherwise  

unremarkable morning, when I found myself in a unremarkable 

hotel room, in a utterly unremarkable town somewhere north of 

Preston, that I turned over in bed, to kill the alarm, and noticed 

that my belly took a second or two longer to follow me -  that my 

body was a ragged bag of bones, like that rotten leather bag in 

which he, Cravan, kept  - what? dynamite? cricket stumps? Most 

probably juggling clubs, I guess. It was only then I realised that 

his body had at last disintegrated. And that the memories I had 

of him were the memories of memories of memories, infinitely 

recurring, infinitely compromised by the bias of time. And when I 

looked back through that filthy hall of mirrors, in the final, 



minutely tiny frame where one might expect to see him one last 

time, no trace at all remained.

SCENE 18

LOY: 

And I can still hear his peculiar music and I am still swept 

straight off my feet. Cardsharp. Nihilist. Champion drinker of all 

France. Ventriloquist. Forgery. Thug. Painter. Grandson of Alfred 

Lord Tennyson. Snake handler. Murderer of reputations. 

Prophet, draft dodger, a first rate criminal mind. 

Arthur Cravan? I can see him now, laid out on the 

mortuary tray, his limbs an expectant weathervane, his flesh the 

gathering of clouds aborting electricity, his skeleton the 

abandoned streets of so many war- torn market towns, bombed 

out boutiques, saloons and casinos which cling to piles of offal 

and rubble: continents were torn apart by the electric storm of 

his life, the balls of his feet formed a festival, the swinging of his 

hips so blatantly Bergsonian, his fists threw off sonnets and 

songs and whole symphonies. Cigars and scalpels and sirens 

and shotgun fire and testicles and steam engines formed the 

course of this romance, that swooned and was alive only in the 

compass of his limbs - his limbs, they weigh down on my body!

SCENE 19

LLOYD (CRAVAN):

So you see, mesdames, messieurs, life follows art, hanging 

childishly - instinctively - to its coat-tails, like a dog lapping at a 

trail of vomit.

Emetic, garcon! Bring me an emetic!



MAINTENANT! –

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

BACK ANNOUNCEMENT

ANNOUNCER: 

In “The Arthur Cravan Memorial Boxing Match,” Helena Stevens 

played Mina Loy. Art Terry was Jack Johnson. Max Benezeth 

was Fabian Lloyd. And Tam Dean Burn was Dorian Hope. The 

Announcer was Richard Sanderson. 

It was written by Ed Baxter with music by Tom Besley, Ben 

Drew, Dan Hayhurst, Alastair Leslie, Alex Ressel, Richard 

Thomas, Chris Weaver, Robin Warren and Jim Whelton. The live 

engineer was Mark Hornsby. 

It was a Resonance Radio Orchestra Production for the 

“Resonance Radio Art Riot.”

[ENDS]
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